A quantitative assessment of the detection limit is an important task in a range of fields, where imaging in a random scattering medium is performed. All images suffer, to varying extents, from coherent noise, including speckle caused by material microstructure. The quality of images can be greatly improved by using phased arrays because of the possibility to focus backscattered signals in transmission and reception. As a consequence, under the single scattering assumption, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases with frequency due to better focusing. However, in reality, material structural noise severely affects the detection performance, especially at high frequencies and large penetration depths. The actual detection limit depends on the type of imaged target and the material properties, but the underlying physical reason is the same and is related to the increase in the contribution of multiple scattering to the measured data. Thus, in this article, a method for estimating the proportion of the multiple scattering contribution in the total image intensity is proposed. Experimental results are presented for ultrasonic array immersion imaging of a collection of randomly distributed steel rods, as well as direct contact imaging of highly scattering polycrystalline materials. It is shown that the SNR as a function of frequency and imaging depth is directly correlated with the measured single scattering rate. Moreover, the detection limit corresponds to the onset of the dominant multiple scattering regime, when the multiple scattering rate approaches 100%. Index Terms-Array signal processing, signal detection, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), ultrasonic imaging.
number of samples with artificial defects [10] . To reduce the cost of this procedure, there is a trend to use a model-based assessment instead of real testing and a number of methods have been proposed recently. For example, an analytical model for predicting the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on a phased array image under the single scattering assumption has been developed [1] and then applied for comparison of ultrasonic array imaging algorithms in highly scattering materials [4] .
The full complexity of the multiple scattering phenomena can only be taken into account by using numerical techniques, such as finite element (FE) methods. The most significant advancement has been in the utilization of graphics processing units (GPUs), which have been shown to reduce the processing time by 1-2 orders of magnitude [11] . This allowed the study of elastic waves propagation within polycrystalline materials in two and three dimensions and the comparison of the numerically observed scattering against well-established analytical multiple scattering theory [12] .
Relative complexity and computational cost of pure numerical approaches motivated the development of an alternative modeling technique, which combines a simulated defect response with experimentally measured structural noise [13] , [14] . It has been demonstrated that this approach gives accurate results for the full range of SNRs, where meaningful data can be drawn from the image [defined as an SNR threshold of 12.5 dB above the root mean square (rms) noise amplitude].
Note, that the assessment of the detection limit in all the mentioned modeling methods was performed for some particular defect types and sizes. In addition, FE methods also require some prior knowledge of the material microstructure (for example, grain size and distribution). However, in all cases, the underlying physical reason of the detection limit is the same and corresponds to the increase of the multiple scattering contribution (when absorption loses are small). Therefore, the imaging performance can potentially be predicted based on the quantitative estimation of the multiple scattering rate. This is the main motivation for the current work.
Another application area, which can benefit from the analysis of the multiple scattered waves, is material characterization. The sensitivity of backscattered signals to the material microstructure is well known and has been extensively used for the estimation of material properties [15] , [16] . Recently, a new approach to estimate the relative contribution of multiple scattering in backscattered waves was developed by Aubry and Derode [6] . The method is based on the specific phase property of the single scattering contribution 0885-3010 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. to discriminate single scattered waves from multiple scattered waves. This so-called multiple scattering filter (MSF) can be used to improve detection in random scattering media [17] , [18] , or to characterize the weakly scattering medium (human soft tissue) [6] . This technique was also applied as a metric to compare experimental measurements and FE simulations [19] , and to investigate the effect of microstructural elongation in titanium alloys [20] .
However, the multiple scattering proportion in the MSF method is estimated in the raw time-domain data. On the other hand, the detection limit is defined by the image SNR, so it is important to know the relative multiple scattering rate in the image domain, rather than in the raw data. In this article, a method for estimating the relative multiple scattering rate directly on ultrasonic array images is proposed. The crucial observation is that the single and multiple scattering contributions have a specific structure in the image domain and this property can be used to estimate their relative proportion. It is then demonstrated on experimental and modeling examples, that the estimated multiple scattering rate is directly correlated with the detection limit as a function of the imaging frequency and depth.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
In this article, 2-D imaging using a 1-D linear ultrasonic array is considered. The measurements were conducted in immersion and direct contact configurations. In both situations, Cartesian coordinate axes (x, z) are defined with the z-axis normal to the array (see Fig. 1 ).
For immersion measurements, the scattering medium represents a collection of randomly placed parallel steel rods, called a random rod forest (RRF) following this article [20] . The diameter of each rod is 0.76 mm and the density is 12 rods/cm 2 . Note that multiple scattering effects in a similar random medium have been extensively studied before in [17] , [20] , and [21] . The system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . All measurements on the RRF sample were performed using a 5-MHz 128-element array with the parameters given in Table I . The distance between the array and the specimen was 10 mm and for all results in the following sections, the distance z = 0 corresponds to the front edge of the RRF specimen.
In the second measurement configuration, the same 5-MHz 128-element array #2 (Table I) was placed in direct contact with the testing sample as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The material was copper (experimentally measured longitudinal velocity is 4690 m/s) and, in this case, the backscattered signals are determined by the grain boundaries scattering phenomenon. Note that the choice of the material was based on the requirement that the transition from a dominant single to dominant multiple scattering occurs within the frequency range of the available array transducer. Practically, it is difficult to find a pure single scattering material. Single scattering is always accompanied by multiple scattering, although the latter can be relatively small. Therefore, an array response for the pure single scattering medium was simulated using a hybrid ray-tracing model [4] and the specification for the 5 MHz 128-elements array #2 was used in this case. Only longitudinal waves were modeled as array elements are mostly sensitive to the longitudinal waves within the considered incident/scattered angular range of ±30 • . The scattering medium is represented by a random distribution of omnidirectional point scatterers with a density of approximately two scatterers/λ 2 , where λ is the ultrasonic wavelength at the array center frequency [4] . The host material properties were chosen to be the same as in the experimental test, and the scatterer's amplitudes were uniformly distributed as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) .
In addition to experimental array measurements, an FE method was also used to simulate array signals scattered by a grain structure. The Pogo software package [11] was chosen as the FE solver. The Pogo has the advantage of using the computational power of GPUs and is reported to reduce the processing time by up to 200 times compared to a CPU-based commercial software. A detailed description of the modeling procedure can be found in [14] . The specimen was 40 mm deep, and the material properties were chosen close to the copper specimen used in experimental measurements as c 11 = 168.6 GPa, c 12 = 121.4 GPa, c 44 = 75.4 GPa, and ρ = 8960 kg/m 3 (c 11 , c 12 , and c 44 are elastic constants of a cubic material). The longitudinal velocity in this case is 4690 m/s. The mean grain size was 100 μm and the full matrix capture (FMC) data were modeled for the 2.5-MHz 64-element array #1 with the parameters listed in Table I .
III. SIGNATURE OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN THE TIME DOMAIN A. Backscattering Intensity
The array data is acquired using the FMC procedure [22] and represents a data set of transmitter-receiver signals g fmc (t, x T , x R ). The variables x T and x R denote the coordinates of transmitter and receiver elements, respectively. Following the approach described in [17] and [20] , a shorttime Fourier analysis of the FMC data is performed. First, the time window is used to approximately select a portion of the signals associated with the same scattering events in the medium at each depth z. Note that, strictly speaking, this is only possible if the scattering region of interest is located in the far-field of the whole array, when the travel time from array elements to the region of interest is predominantly defined by the depth z. In this article, the scattering medium is located in the near field of the array and, strictly speaking, the time window cannot be associated with the same depth for all transmitter-receiver pairs. However, there are some important effects related to the single and multiple scattering which are still observable and useful to consider in the context of the next section (where single and multiple scattering are analyzed in the imaging domain).
The time traces g fmc (t, x T , x R ) are truncated into temporal intervals t as
where the window function W (t) = 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ t and W (t) = 0 elsewhere. Then the time data G fmc (T, t, x T , x R ) is transformed into the frequency, f , domain and, finally, the matrix G fmc (T, f, x T , x R ) at each time T and frequency f is obtained. The array data g fmc can be represented as a sum of single and multiple scattering contributions
In order to analyze the structure of single and multiple scattering array data, the mean backscattered intensity as a function of the transmitter-receiver distance x = |x T − x R | is considered [6] , [20] I
where the symbol · denotes an average over the variables in the subscript, i.e., transmitter-receiver pairs with the same distance between transmitter and receiver elements, and also frequency within some interval f . The behavior of the function I (x) for the purely single scattering random medium is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). Note that it is convenient to use the normalized transmitter-receiver distance x/λ, where λ is the longitudinal wavelength at the frequency f . It can be seen that the intensity, in general, decreases as the transmitter-receiver distance increases. This can be explained by the fact that the scattering medium is located in the near field of the array. In this case, the backscattering intensity as a function of transmitter-receiver separation is affected by the beam-spreading effect and array element directivity. However, for the relatively small distances x, the intensity can be approximately considered to be constant.
The backscattered intensity for different random scattering media in the dominant multiple scattering regime is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Similarly to the single scattering case, the intensity decreases at large transmitter-receiver distances because of the near-field effect. However, in the vicinity of the pulse-echo point x = 0 a specific structure of the intensity is clearly observable. It can be seen that the intensity has a sharp peak at x = 0 and then drops to approximately half of its maximum value at x > 0. This is the so-called coherent backscattering phenomenon. It is important to stress that the coherent backscattering effect represents a unique signature of the multiple scattering in random media, irrespective of the nature of the scattering medium or the type of waves, and was actively studied both experimentally and theoretically [5] , [6] , [20] . Its physical origin is briefly recalled next.
Each transmitter-receiver signal is represented by the sum of partial waves, A p , that traveled along various paths in the scattering medium. Then the intensity can be written as
where asterisk sign means complex conjugate. The first term is incoherent intensity and is given by the sum of intensities associated with all possible paths. The second term is coherent intensity and depends on the phase difference between waves propagated along different paths. If scatterers are randomly located and noncorrelated, then the average coherent intensity tends to zero. However, this is not true for the pulse-echo intensity at x = 0. In this case for any partial wave, A p , there is a reciprocal wave, A q , which travels along the reciprocal path and has exactly the same phase as A p . This situation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 . Therefore, if x = 0, the coherent intensity term does not tend to zero and the total intensity is doubled compared to the case of different transmit and receive elements x = 0.
B. Multiple Scattering Estimator in the Time Domain
The two cases considered above (pure single and multiple scattering) represent two extremes, and in general both single and multiple scattering contributions are present in the backscattered signals. In a random scattering medium, these contributions are uncorrelated, and, therefore, the total intensity can be written as a sum of single and multiple scattering intensities
It is convenient to express the intensities I S and I M as
where a S,M = max x I S,M . Based on the empirical observations performed above, the normalized intensities I Sn , I Mn can be written in the following form (at least for relatively small values of x):
The final goal is to estimate the single and multiple scattering contribution as a fraction of the total intensity
Taking into account (5), (6) and the equality δ S + δ M = 1, the following expression for the single and multiple scattering rates can be obtained:
where I n is the normalized total intensity
In expression (10), an additional averaging over some interval
For all examples below, the values x 1 = λ and x 2 =5λ
were chosen. Properties (7) and (8) of the single and multiple scattering allow us to simplify the expression for δ M as
Finally, it should be noted that because of the near-field measurement configuration the described method is not accurate, especially for small times T . However, the general approach discussed here provides the basis for the multiple scattering estimation in the image domain, considered in Section IV.
IV. SIGNATURE OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN THE IMAGING DOMAIN

A. Generalized Image
The array data are usually transformed into an image by some imaging algorithm. The majority of the array imaging methods are based on the single scattering assumption and effectively focus the scattered signals back to their scatterer locations. Therefore, an array image is much more sensitive to the single scattering contribution compared with the raw time-domain data. The multiple scattering contribution, in this case, acts as noise, and is the main reason for the image quality degradation at high frequencies and large imaging depths. Therefore, from the imaging perspective, it is useful to estimate the multiple scattering rate associated with the image amplitude. Another advantage of considering images instead of the raw array data is that in this case, it becomes possible to estimate the multiple scattering contribution as a function of imaging depth. As it was mentioned in Section III this is difficult to achieve in the time domain, because scattering from different depths cannot be separated in time for the near-field array measurement configuration.
In this section, the approach described previously is extended to estimate the single and multiple scattering rates directly on an array image. The difficulty is that this method is based on the specific properties (signatures) of the backscattering intensity as a function of transmitter-receiver separation, and it is not straightforward how this approach can be applied to array images if a conventional 2-D image is considered.
The key idea is based on the concept of a reversible imaging operator [23] , [24] , which allows for a treatment of an array image as an equivalent "imaging" representation of the original transmitter-receiver array data.
In this article the back-propagation imaging method is used. The method is represented by a linear operator, B, which converts FMC data, g fmc (t,
Here F is a 2-D Fourier transform with respect to the spatial coordinates x T , x R , F −1 is the inverse Fourier transform. H is the back-propagation of angular spectrum operator and can be written in the form of a 1-D Fourier transform (see Appendix A). The generalized image can be considered as a different representation of the original FMC data set as they can be transformed between the two representations using the back-propagation and inverse back-propagation,
The physical meaning of the generalized image, b(z, x T , x R ), is transmitter-receiver array data, measured at time t = 0 by an array located at depth z [23] , [25] , [26] . However, in the context of this article, it is more useful to interpret b(z, x T , x R ) as a beamforming image with the different transmit, (x T , z), and receive, (x R , z), focusing points. Then the conventional 2-D image of a scatterer position, b 2-D (x, z), is given by the pulse-echo part of the generalized image at
The next step is to analyze the structure of the single and multiple scattering in the generalized imaging domain. Fig. 4 (a)-(c) show the conventional 2-D back-propagation image and the corresponding generalized 3-D image for the modeling example of the random single scattering medium. It can be seen that the back-propagation operator focuses the backscattered signals from each scatterer into the vicinity of its location, and, therefore, the data in the generalized image domain are localized around the pulse-echo plane x T = x R . This reveals the fundamental sparse nature of the single scattering FMC data set, which is not observable from the conventional 2-D image [24] . Therefore, the generalized image b(z, x T , x R ) contains more information than is necessary for localization of the scatterers. However, this extra information corresponding to the nondiagonal data x T = x R is crucial for quantifying the relative amount of single and multiple scattering contributions.
For comparison, Fig. 4 (d)-(f) show the conventional 2-D image and the generalized image for the copper sample, when the multiple scattering dominates. It can be seen that 2-D images in Fig. 4 (a) and (d) do not provide enough information in order to distinguish between single and multiple scattering regimes [apart from the greater attenuation of the image intensity with respect to depth noticeable in Fig. 4(d) ]. However, this difference becomes apparent when 3-D generalized images are considered. We can see that in the multiple scattering case the image intensity is not localized around the pulse-echo plane and is spread over the whole generalized image domain. Note, that a similar effect was recently experimentally observed in optical imaging through a strongly scattering layer [27] .
B. Backscattering Image Intensity
To reveal the signatures of single and multiple scattering in the generalized imaging domain, the following processing of the array data is performed. First, the frequency filter is applied to the FMC data in order to obtain narrow frequency band data g fmc ( f, t, x T , x R ), which is then converted into the corresponding generalized images b( f, z,
In this article, a Gaussian filter with the center frequency f and a half bandwidth 0.5 f is chosen. This ensures that the resolution in the z-direction in terms of wavelength is the same at all frequencies. Then, by direct analogy to the FMC data analysis, the mean intensity of the generalized image as a function of the distance between transmitter and receiver focusing points, (15) where the generalized image b is initially Hilbert transformed with respect to z. Note that the averaging is also performed over depth z and the averaging interval z = α z λ, where α z is the frequency independent constant. In all examples below α z = 5 was taken.
The single scattering image intensity I (x) is shown in Fig. 5(a) . In this case, the intensity rapidly decays as x increases and its behavior is determined by the point spread function (PSF) of the array in the generalized imaging domain. The analytical expression for the asymptotic of the PSF has been derived in [24] . Based on this result, the single scattering intensity in the far-field from the pulse-echo plane x/λ > 1 for a random scattering medium can be written as (the full derivation is given in Appendix B)
where a S = max I S = I S (0) is the maximum intensity of the conventional 2-D image, and the angle ϕ 0 corresponds to the half angular aperture of the array [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Now the situation when the multiple scattering dominates is considered. The corresponding image intensities for different random media are shown in Fig. 5(b) . It can be seen that the intensity has a maximum at the pulse-echo plane x = 0. The finite width, x ∼ λ, of the maximum peak is due to the diffraction-limited lateral resolution of the array. At large x λ intensity monotonically decreases due to the array element directivity. However, the most important feature is that outside of the maximum peak, the intensity falls approximately to the half of its maximum value. The physical interpretation of this phenomenon is similar to the coherent backscattering effect for the FMC data and is given below.
The generalized image intensity at the point (x 1 , x 2 , z) is determined by the scattering paths with the total transmitter-receiver travel distance equals to the sum of the direct paths (T → S 10 ) + (S 20 → R) from the transmitter T to the focusing point S 10 = (x 1 , z) and from the receiver R to the focusing point S 20 = (x 2 , z). For the relatively small incident/scattered angles these scattering paths are represented by A p = {S 1 → S 2 }, with the first scatterer at S 1 = (x 1 , z 1 ), the last scatterer at S 2 = (x 2 , z 2 ), and the scattering path length between the first and the last scatterer approximately equals to (z − z 1 ) + (z − z 2 ). The schematic is shown in Fig. 6(a) . Then, similar to (4), the image intensity can be written as a sum of incoherent and coherent intensities (17) where B[ A p ] is the generalized image corresponding to the FMC array data associated with the scattering path A p . If x 1 = x 2 , then all paths, and the corresponding image values B[ A p ], are uncorrelated, and the coherent intensity I coh tends to zero. However, if the focusing point is in the pulse-echo plane (corresponding to the conventional 2-D image), (x, x, z) . In this case, the coherent intensity is equal to the incoherent intensity, and, therefore, the total intensity is doubled.
C. Multiple Scattering Estimator in the Imaging Domain
Now to estimate the single and multiple scattering rates the same procedure as in Section III can be used. The result is represented by expression (10), where averaging over x is performed in the area outside of the maximum intensity peak. For all examples in the following sections, the averaging interval of 3λ ≤ x ≤ 8λ was used. In this case, the normalized multiple scattering intensity I Mn ≈ 0.5, and the normalized single scattering intensity is given by asymptotic expression (16) . Finally, it should be noted, that maximums of the single and multiple scattering intensities are reached at x = 0, or on the pulse-echo plane of the generalized image. Therefore, the estimated single and multiple scattering rates [defined by expression (9)] correspond to the 2-D conventional image.
V. RESULTS
In this section, the method for multiple scattering estimation described in Section IV is tested on different random scattering samples. In all cases, the angular filter of 25 • was applied to the FMC data in the wavenumber domain. It helps to suppress aliasing artifacts related to the array elements undersampling and edge effects but has relatively small effect on the image resolution [28] and on the multiple scattering rate estimation.
A. Random Rod Forest Sample
First, the RRF specimen is considered as the example of a random scattering medium. In this case, the FMC data were measured using the 5-MHz 128-element array #2. The time window t = 5 μs was taken in the short-time Fourier transform for the multiple scattering estimation in the time domain. Additionally, the Gaussian frequency filter with the center frequency f and a half bandwidth 0.5 f was applied to the FMC data G fmc (T, f , x T , x R ) before averaging in expression (3), in order to be consistent with the multiple scattering estimation in the imaging domain.
Results of data processing steps are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7(a) shows the conventional 2-D image. The multiple scattering rate as a function of frequency and depth estimated from the FMC and generalized image data is shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 7(b) that the multiple scattering dominates in the FMC data at all frequencies and depths considered with the rate from 80% to 100%. On the other hand, as has been discussed in Section IV, the image is much more sensitive to the single scattering compared with the raw data. In this case, as Fig. 7(c) demonstrates, the sharp transition region at the depth of approximately 10-15 mm is clearly identified, when the multiple scattering rate rapidly increases from 50% to 100%. On the contrary, this transition is barely seen in Fig. 7(b) , highlighting the superiority of the image-based multiple scattering rate estimation method. Therefore, for all examples below, only the method of multiple scattering rate estimation from the generalized image is considered.
Note that the RRF has a relatively sparse distribution of scatterers compared to the ultrasonic wavelength. As a result, in the dominant single scattering regime, the scatterers are individually resolvable on the conventional 2-D image. At the same time, the multiple scattering manifests itself as a background noise and in the dominant multiple scattering regime, the image represents a speckle pattern without connection to the individual scatterers. Therefore, in this particular case, the transition from single to multiple scattering becomes visible on the conventional image as it is seen in Fig. 7(a) . These qualitative observations can be quantified by the following metric:
In the pure single scattering case δ I ∼ ρ S A S 1, where ρ S is the density of scatterers and A S is the image area of one scatterer. When the multiple scattering contribution increases, δ I also increases. The metric (18) is shown in Fig. 7(d) as a function of frequency and image depth. It can be seen that the transition between single and multiple scattering regimes is in a good agreement with Fig. 7(c) . The discrepancy between two estimations at the frequencies f > 3 MHz in the transition region z ≈ 15 mm is explained by the fact that the generalized image method is based on the averaged image properties. For the RRF sample, the average single scattering intensity is always smaller (and, therefore, estimated multiple scattering rate is higher), compared to metric (18) , where the maximum image amplitude is used. It needs to be stressed that the multiple scattering estimation method (10) is based entirely on the generalized image values outside of its main diagonal plane x T = x R , corresponding to the conventional 2-D image. Therefore, the method is also applicable to a random scattering medium with the distance between scatterers smaller than the ultrasonic wavelength (for example, grains in polycrystalline metals), when the corresponding 2-D image displays only a speckle pattern at all depths [see Fig. 4(a) and (d) ].
B. Copper Sample
Next, the measurements were conducted on a 100-mmdeep copper sample using the 5 MHz 128 elements array #2. The first group of measurements was taken on the defect-free part of the sample at ten different locations. The multiple scattering rate as a function of frequency and depth was estimated from each of the FMC data sets and then averaged over all measurements. The final result is shown in Fig. 8(a) . The transition between dominant single (at small depths and low frequencies) and dominant multiple scattering (at large depths and high frequencies) regions is clearly visible. It can be seen that the multiple scattering rate strongly depends on both frequency and depth and increases very quickly from around 40% to 100% in the transition region.
The variability of the multiple scattering rate estimated using different measurements is shown in Fig. 8(b) . It can be seen that in the dominant single scattering regime the standard deviation is generally small, and varies from 5% to 10%. When the multiple scattering increases, the standard deviation also increases, and this changes between 10% and 20%.
One application of the proposed method is a possibility to provide a quantitative assessment of the defect detection in coarse grain materials. The defect's detectability is usually characterized by the SNR, δ SNR . The signal here represents the maximum image amplitude of the defect, and the appropriate noise measure is the rms of the grain noise image amplitude. Then δ SNR can be written as
where the maximum is taken in the vicinity of the defect location (x d , z d ). The grain noise averaging is performed outside the defect location and at the same depth to the defect, |z − z d | ≤ z/2. In the examples below, z was chosen similar to the multiple scattering rate estimation, z =5λ [see expression (15) ]. A detection threshold is needed to determine the existence of a defect. It is assumed that the grain noise image amplitude follows a Rayleigh distribution [29] . If there are N independent pixels in the considered image area, then the probability of false alarm, p fa , is given by
If p fa 1, then the required threshold can be estimated as
In the examples below, N ∼ 100 and the false alarm rate is set to p fa = 1/1000, therefore the detection threshold is 3.4 or 10.6 dB.
The second set of FMC array data was collected for 2 mm diameter side-drilled holes located at the depths 19, 29, 40, and 57 mm directly below the array center. The SNR was estimated at the frequencies between 2 and 7 MHz. The images at different frequencies for the defect located at 40 mm depth are shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that at 2.5 MHz (the multiple scattering rate is about 50%), the noise is relatively small compared to the defect image amplitude and δ SNR = 32 or 30 dB [ Fig. 9(a) ]. Then the SNR rapidly decreases with frequency and at 3.5 MHz (the multiple scattering rate is about 80%) drops to approximately δ SNR = 10 or 20 dB [ Fig. 9(b) ]. Finally, in the dominant multiple scattering regime at 4.7 MHz (the multiple scattering rate is around 100%) the SNR reaches the detection threshold of 3.4 and the image amplitude of the defect becomes comparable with the maximum grain noise image amplitude [ Fig. 9(c) ].
The images in Fig. 9 show that the detection limit is closely correlated with the onset of the dominant multiple scattering regime when the single scattering rate becomes negligibly small. This fact is further illustrated in Fig. 10 , where the SNR is shown alongside the single scattering rate. The thresholds (0% for the single scattering rate and 3.4 for the SNR) are also plotted as a dotted line. For the defect located at z = 19 mm, the SNR remains above the detection threshold in the considered frequency range. This behavior agrees with the corresponding single scattering rate, which is around 10% even at 7 MHz. However, it can be seen that for the three other deeper defects the detection limit is reached shortly after the single scattering rate becomes close to zero. This is also shown in Fig. 8(a) , where the black circles indicate the threshold detection frequencies corresponding to the defects at different depths.
Note that the negative values of the single scattering rate in Fig. 10 are nonphysical. This situation might occur in the dominant multiple scattering regime when the measured signals are small due to attenuation and affected by the random noise. Expression (10) for the single and multiple scattering rates is based on the assumption that the generalized image intensity outside of the main diagonal plane (corresponding to the 2-D image) equals exactly the half of its maximum value in the dominant multiple scattering regime. However, in reality, the intensity fluctuates around half of its maximum value and can slightly exceed it, making the multiple scattering rate greater than 100%.
C. Finite Element Model
In this section, the proposed multiple scattering estimation method is applied to the FMC array data generated using the FE model [14] . To perform statistical analysis 30 random grain structures were simulated. The FMC data were modeled for the 2.5-MHz 64-element array #1. A wideband input signal, formed of a single cycle toneburst, was used for all the simulations to allow for a single model run to provide results for a wide range of frequencies.
The estimated multiple scattering rate as a function of frequency and depth, averaged over 30 realizations, is shown in Fig. 11(a) . The transition from single to dominant multiple scattering regime is clearly observable between 2.5 and 3.5 MHz in the considered depth range from 15 to 30 mm. The standard deviation is also shown in Fig. 11(b) . The lowest variability (from 5% to 10%) is in the predominantly single scattering zone at frequencies less than 3 MHz. In the dominant multiple scattering regime at frequencies greater than 5 MHz the standard deviation is slightly higher and is between 10% and 15%. The maximum standard deviation of 20% corresponds to the onset of the dominant multiple scattering at frequencies from 3 to 5 MHz.
A crack of 2 mm length and holes of sizes 0.5 and 2 mm located at depth z = 21 mm are chosen as target defects, and the random grain structures are used to simulate array data for these defects. The images for the 2-mm crack at different frequencies are shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen in Fig. 12(a) that the defect is reliably detectable in the predominantly single scattering regime at 2.5 MHz (δ SNR = 35 or 31 dB and multiple scattering rate is 37%). Then the SNR starts to rapidly decrease in the transition region between single and multiple scattering, for example, at 4 MHz the multiple scattering rate increases to 95% and the SNR decreases to δ SNR = 7 or 17 dB [ Fig. 12(b) ]. In the dominant multiple scattering regime at 5.5 MHz the defect becomes almost nondetectable with δ SNR = 3.5, which is very close to the threshold of 3.4 [ Fig. 12(c) ].
The SNR for all defects as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 13 together with the single scattering rate at the depth z = 21 mm, corresponding to the location of the defects. The dotted line represents the threshold (0 dB for the single scattering rate and 3.4 for the SNR). This graph shows that similar to the previous case the imaging performance for all defects is strongly correlated with the onset of the dominant multiple scattering. This is also shown in Fig. 11(a) , where the black circles indicate the threshold detection frequencies for different defects.
D. Discussion
All cases considered above show that the behavior of the SNR as a function of frequency is directly correlated with the single scattering rate at the same depth. Moreover, it is possible to distinguish between two different regimes (in the considered frequency range). First, the SNR rapidly decreases with frequency until the single scattering rate becomes close to zero, which corresponds to the onset of the dominant multiple scattering. Note, that a drop in the performance is significant and is approximately 1-2 orders of magnitude higher compared to the maximum SNR at low frequencies.
After that, the SNR continues to decrease until it reaches the detection threshold, but at a much slower rate.
The obtained results have an important practical implication. It is known that the decrease in the imaging performance in random scattering media at high frequencies and large depths results from two different physical phenomena: scattering and absorption [6] . In polycrystalline materials, at frequencies typically used in NDT (below 20 MHz), the absorption is negligibly small [30] , so the underlying physical reason for poor detection is the increased multiple scattering. However, quantitative estimates of the detection limit are usually obtained for specific defects by numerical modeling [14] or experimental measurements [4] , [31] and without direct relation to the multiple scattering rate.
The examples in this section provide evidence that the critical frequencies and depths at which defects become undetectable can be estimated from the backscattering array data only. Moreover, the method does not require any prior knowledge about the material microstructure (for example, grain size) or any additional modeling/measurements to be undertaken. The method is based entirely on the properties of the single and multiple scattering in the generalized imaging domain, and, therefore, can be applied to any random scattering medium.
The final comment is related to the backpropagation imaging method. It was shown that the backpropagation method and other well-known linear imaging methods, including the total focusing method (TFM), the wavenumber algorithm, inverse wave-field extrapolation, and the plane wave imaging method [24] , [32] , are closely related to each other and can all be expressed in the delay and sum form. It means that all results obtained here are also directly applicable to these imaging algorithms as well.
It should be noted that the proposed method is based on the assumption that the background material velocity is known, so it is possible to apply the imaging procedure.
In all examples here scattering media are purely random, and the velocity distribution can be considered as isotropic and homogeneous. However, in some applications, for example, exploration seismology, a propagation medium is often anisotropic and inhomogeneous and an accurate estimation of the background velocity can be challenging.
VI. CONCLUSION
A method for estimating the multiple scattering proportion in a random scattering medium has been developed. The backscattering transmitter-receiver data are measured using a linear transducer array. The method does not need to physically separate single and multiple scattering contributions and is based on the specific behavior of the backscattering intensity in the single and multiple scattering regimes.
It has been shown that the sensitivity of the time-domain method to the single scattering is relatively low and the accuracy is limited because of the near-field measurement configuration. These limitations can be alleviated if the array data is considered in the generalized imaging domain, which represents an image with different focusing points on transmission and reception. In this case, the multiple scattering contribution is spread over the whole generalized imaging domain, and exhibit a specific structure similar to the coherent backscattering phenomenon. On the contrary, the single scattering contribution is focused in the vicinity of the pulse-echo plane corresponding to the conventional 2-D image. The focusing effect provides at least one order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity to the single scattering contribution compared to the time-domain approach. Moreover, it has been demonstrated on the experimental and simulated data that the achieved sensitivity is high enough to capture the transition from a dominant single to dominant multiple scattering on the array image.
The developed method can be used to experimentally validate the single scattering model (the first Born approximation), which is a common tool to study imaging in a random scattering medium. Another important practical application is to provide a quantitative assessment and optimization of the array imaging performance in highly scattering materials. In particular, it has been shown that the SNR as a function of frequency and imaging depth is directly correlated with the estimated single scattering rate. Moreover, the detection limit corresponds to the onset of the dominant multiple scattering regime, when the multiple scattering rate approaches 100%. Additionally, the multiple scattering rate as a function of depth and frequency is sensitive to material microstructure and potentially can also be used for material characterization. Finally, the proposed method can be applied to other types of waves and areas where transmitter-receiver arrays are used for imaging and detection (e.g., underwater acoustics, seismology, radar, sonar, and so on).
APPENDIX A BACK-PROPAGATION OF ANGULAR SPECTRUM OPERATOR
In this section, the expression for the back-propagation of the angular spectrum operator H is given. Any time-domain signal u(t) can be expressed as a linear superposition of its spectral components u(ω)
The Fourier transform operator F transforms the FMC array data g fmc (t, x T , x R ) into the angular spectrum G(t, k x(T ) , k x(R) ), where k x(T ) and k x(R) are the wavenumbers in the x-direction for the transmitted and scattered waves, respectively,
Note, that the back-propagation operation is based on the assumption that the transmitter and receiver elements are sensitive to the longitudinal wave mode only. Then it can be shown [23] that the angular spectrum, G(t, k x(T ) , k x(R) ), represents a 1-D wave propagating in the z direction with the wavenumber k z = k z(T ) + k z(R) . Here k z(T ) = (k 2 − k 2 x(T ) ) 1/2 , k z(R) = (k 2 − k 2
x(R) ) 1/2 are the wavenumbers in the z-direction for the transmitted and scattered wave, and k = ω/v is the scalar wavenumber, where v is the velocity of the longitudinal wave. The back-propagation of the angular spectrum operator H converts the time data G(t, k x(T ) , k x(R) ) into a function of propagation distance, h(z, k x(T ) , k x(R) ), and can be written in the form h(z, k x(T ) , k x(R) ) ≡ H [G(t, k x(T ) , k x(R) )] = 1 2π G(ω, k x(T ) , k x(R) ) e ik z z dω. (24) For the spatial wavenumbers k x(T ) , k x(R) > k the spectrum G(ω, k x(T ) , k x(R) ) corresponds to the exponentially decaying evanescent waves and it can be assumed that G(ω, k x(T ) , k x(R) ) = 0 for k x(T ) , k x(R) > k. The wavenumber k z nonlinearly depends on the frequency ω and its direct calculation using the formula (24) is very time consuming. However, if the integration variable is changed from ω to k z then the integral (24) 
APPENDIX B SINGLE SCATTERING INTENSITY IN THE GENERALIZED IMAGING DOMAIN
In this section, the derivation of expression (16) for the single scattering intensity in the generalized image domain as a function of transmitter-receiver distance, x, is given.
The analysis is based on the analytical expression for the PSF in the generalized image domain [24] . The location of the scatterer is denoted by (x 0 , z 0 ). It was shown that the side lobes of the PSF are located in the (x T , z), (x R , z) planes and their direction is defined by the angle θ = θ P θ P = π 2 ∓ ϕ 0 2 (26) where the angle θ is an elevation angle in the (x T − x 0 , x R −x 0 , z−z 0 ) space, and θ = 0 corresponds to the direction of the positive z-axis. The angle ϕ 0 corresponds to the maximum scattered angle measured by the array [half angular aperture of the array, see Fig. 1(b) ]. The behavior of the PSF depends on the angular aperture of the array ϕ 0 . For the measurement configurations considered in this article, the asymptotic expression for the relative sidelobe level is given by [24] δ P (r , ϕ 0 ) = 1 4πr 1 ϕ 0 cos ϕ 0 2 (27) wherer = r/λ and r is the radial distance in the (x T − x 0 , x R − x 0 , z − z 0 ) space with the center at the location of the scatterer.
In a random medium composed of randomly distributed point scatterers, the generalized image amplitude at the point (x T , x R , z) is given by the superposition of the side lobes of four scatterers located at r 1,2 = (x T , z ± δz) and r 3, 4 = (x T + x, z ± δz), where δz = |x| tan 0.5ϕ 0 , x = x R − x T . This fact follows from the structure of the PSF in the generalized image domain. Then the image intensity can be written in the form I S (x) = a S I Sn (x), I Sn (x) = 4α P δ 2 P (28) where a S = max x I S = I S (0) is the intensity of the conventional 2-D image. The coefficient α P depends on the correlation coefficients, ρ i j , between image values at the locations r i , r j and is given by
If all scatterers are uncorrelated, then ρ i j = 0 and α P = 1. Note, that the single and multiple scattering rates are estimated using the generalized image intensity at x ≥ 2λ (see Section IV). Hence, it can be assumed that image values at r 1,2 and r 3, 4 are uncorrelated, ρ 13 , ρ 14 , ρ 23 , ρ 24 = 0. On the other hand, for small angles ϕ 0 1 the values of δz < λ. In this case the image values at r 1 and r 2 , and also r 3 and r 4 , cannot be considered as totally uncorrelated and α P ≈ 2. Therefore, in general 1 ≤ α P ≤ 2.
Finally, the distance r from the locations of the scatterers r i to the imaging point is related to the transmitter-receiver distance as r = |x| cos ϕ 0 2 .
Then expression (16) for the single scattering generalized image intensity I Sn (x) follows from (27), (28) , and (30) . Note, that for all measurement configurations considered in this article, ϕ 0 ≥ 15 • and, hence, I Sn I Mn = 0.5 for x > 1. Then the variation of α P between values 1 and 2 results in a relatively small variation of single and multiple scattering rates [defined by expression (10)]. Therefore, for simplicity, in all calculations, the constant value of α P = 1.5 was chosen. In this case, possible inaccuracy in the single and multiple scattering rates is less than 4%.
